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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Large Print. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. The title ABBA AND
POLIO is a fictional long story about a polio victim whose overprotective family had strong hatred
for polio vaccine. Abba, the victim was in his heyday when it came to the knowledge of his family
that he had been terribly affected by the most dangerous form of polio paralystic polio, to the
extent both his leg and hand got malformed mysteriously .This was coming following a long term
thorough medical check-up by specialists in the city hospital which brought it to the conclusion that
speedy actions had to be put in place so as to ensure that no more case of the disease was found in
the community having confirmed that, Abba, was now a sole victim all over the region. Abba and
his family became the center of attention the day the community was removed from the list of polio
free communities. Mama, Abba s, mother found herself in the most testing period of life when they
were both paraded on the television and interviewed by an international radio station which made...
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A superior quality pdf along with the font used was intriguing to read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. You may like
how the blogger create this book.
-- Dr . Rylee B er g e-- Dr . Rylee B er g e

Good electronic book and valuable one. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Lisette Schim m el-- Lisette Schim m el
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